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Abstract

In this paper we introduce a Transformer-based approach
to video object segmentation (VOS). To address compound-
ing error and scalability issues of prior work, we propose
a scalable, end-to-end method for VOS called Sparse Spa-
tiotemporal Transformers (SST). SST extracts per-pixel rep-
resentations for each object in a video using sparse atten-
tion over spatiotemporal features. Our attention-based for-
mulation for VOS allows a model to learn to attend over a
history of multiple frames and provides suitable inductive
bias for performing correspondence-like computations nec-
essary for solving motion segmentation. We demonstrate
the effectiveness of attention-based over recurrent networks
in the spatiotemporal domain. Our method achieves com-
petitive results on YouTube-VOS and DAVIS 2017 with im-
proved scalability and robustness to occlusions compared
with the state of the art. Code is available at https:
//github.com/dukebw/SSTVOS.

1. Introduction

Video object segmentation (VOS) involves simultaneous
tracking and segmentation of one or more objects through-
out a video clip. VOS is a challenging task in which al-
gorithms must overcome object appearance changes, occlu-
sion and disocclusion, as well as distinguish similar objects
in motion over time.

A highly performant VOS system is important in down-
stream tracking applications where pixelwise tracking in-
formation is useful, such as player tracking in sports ana-
lytics, person tracking in security footage, and car and road
obstacle tracking in self-driving vehicle applications. VOS
methods are also relevant in interactive annotation of video
data, where annotator time can be used more efficiently by
using automatic video object segmentation in an annotate-
predict-refine loop. Our work uses VOS as a proxy task to
investigate scalable algorithms for extracting spatiotempo-
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Figure 1: We propose a Transformer-based model for video
object segmentation featuring self-attention over time and
over space. To segment an output frame, the model learns
to look up similar regions in the temporal history and to
search for reference masks. We address the high computa-
tional complexity of the problem with a sparse Transformer
formulation, which allows each cell to attend to each other
cell over one or multiple hops. Here, interactions propagate
from a given feature cell via our sparse spatiotemporal at-
tention variants: (a) grid attention, and (b) strided attention.

ral representations from video in general, and these algo-
rithms can be re-used for yet other video prediction tasks.

Previous methods that attempt to solve VOS can be di-
vided into three major categories: online finetuning, mask
refinement, and temporal feature propagation. Each of these
categories, reviewed in detail in §2, has inherent drawbacks.

https://github.com/dukebw/SSTVOS
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Online finetuning methods cannot adapt to changes in ob-
ject appearance throughout a sequence. The dominant mask
refinement and temporal feature propagation methods are
recurrent. Due to their sequential nature, recurrent methods
for VOS exhibit compounding error over time, and are not
parallelizable across a single example.

Motivated by the success of Transformer architectures
in NLP (see §2) we propose a novel method for semi-
supervised VOS that overcomes the drawbacks of online
finetuning and sequential methods. Our method, Sparse
Spatiotemporal Transformers (SST), processes videos in a
single feedforward pass of an efficient attention-based net-
work. At every layer of this net, each spatiotemporal fea-
ture vector simultaneously interacts with all other feature
vectors in the video. SST does not require online finetun-
ing, although it may benefit from this practice at the cost of
additional runtime. Furthermore, since SST is feedforward,
it avoids the compounding error issue inherent in recurrent
methods. Finally, SST is fully parallelizable across a single
example and can therefore take advantage of the scalability
of current and future compute architectures.

Applying spatiotemporal attention operators to VOS
raises two challenges: computational complexity and dis-
tinguishing foreground objects. Naı̈ve spatiotemporal at-
tention is square in the dimensionality of the video feature
tensor, i.e., O((THW )

2
C), C=# of channels. We resolve

this computational complexity issue with sparse attention
operators, of which we compare two promising candidates.

SST reduces feature matching FLOPs by an order of
magnitude, and achieves an overall score of 81.8 on
the official YouTube-VOS 2019 validation set, comparing
favourably with prior work. Furthermore, we observed
qualitatively improved robustness to occlusions using SST’s
temporal buffer of preceding frame embeddings.

Contributions — We propose a Transformer-based
model for VOS, and link its inductive bias to correspon-
dence calculations. While there is work on Transformers for
representation learning in video [28, 39], these models at-
tend over time and not densely over space. There is also re-
cent work that adapts Transformers to video action recogni-
tion [14], however, we are unaware of work that uses Trans-
formers in VOS, which requires dense predictions. We also
contribute empirical evaluation of Transformer models ap-
plied to VOS, and argue superiority over recurrent models.

We address computational complexity using sparse at-
tention operator variants, making it possible to apply self-
attention on high-resolution videos. We extend sparse at-
tention variants to video so that they can be used for VOS.
Specifically we extend to 3D, with two spatial axes and one
temporal axis, Criss-Cross Attention [18] from 2D semantic
segmentation, and Sparse Attention [6] from 1D language
translation. Our sparse video attention operators are not
VOS specific, and could be applied to other dense video

prediction tasks. We provide our implementation [10, 11].

2. Related Work
Our work is related to previous efforts in VOS. We are mo-
tivated by work on Transformer architectures in language
translation, as well as by orthogonal work on correspon-
dence matching in computer vision.

Video Object Segmentation — In the VOS literature,
online finetuning approaches [2, 3, 15, 23, 26, 29, 31, 47]
do one-shot, or semi-supervised, VOS by finetuning a se-
mantic segmentation network on an initial frame. A num-
ber of methods [4, 3, 31, 47] performed VOS on indepen-
dent frames using finetuning alone without explicitly mod-
eling temporal coherence. Maninis et al. [31] built on the
original usage of this approach by Caelles et al. [3] by
adding instance-level semantic information, while Voigt-
laender and Leibe [47] added adaptive training during the
sequence. Offline methods must use temporal information
to produce future segmentations from past frames, as done
using optical flow by Jang and Kim [20] and Tsai et al. [43].
Our method is in principle able to take advantage of online
finetuning to improve performance, and also performs com-
petitively using offline training alone.

Research into temporal coherence in VOS splits into two
categories: approaches that refine masks, and those that
propagate temporal features.

Mask refinement approaches [16, 20, 23, 33] refine a
previous mask using feedforward models. Early work [23]
implemented mask refinement by a recurrent connection on
the concatenated frame t−1 output masks and frame t RGB
inputs where the recurrent connection is a VGG [38] net-
work. An extension concatenated the feature map from the
first frame [33]. Yang et al. [53] used a spatial prior on
the target location, with a channel-wise attention mecha-
nism and meta-learning to adapt the network to the object
given in the first frame. Bao et al. [2] propagated masks by
approximate inference in an MRF, with temporal dependen-
cies based on optical flow, and spatial dependencies using a
CNN. Optical flow has also been used to add motion infor-
mation via jointly training optical flow and VOS [5, 12, 15].

Temporal feature propagation approaches [16, 19, 21,
36, 42, 51] improve upon mask refinement by increasing the
expressive power of the mask feature representation. At the
time of writing, all such methods have used RNNs to encode
and propagate spatiotemporal representations through time.
Our approach falls under the temporal feature propagation
category. We use sparse attention operators to propagate
features temporally in a single feedforward operation.

FEELVOS [46] is a simple and fast method for solv-
ing the VOS problem. Unlike most other VOS methods,
FEELVOS trains end-to-end using a pixel-wise embedding.
FEELVOS also uses global and local matching to the ref-
erence and previous frames to predict masks for the video



sequence. Our work shares similarities with FEELVOS in
that both methods are end-to-end trainable and conceptually
simple. Our method has the added advantages of simultane-
ously extracting features from multiple frames using atten-
tion, and using positional encodings to learn spatiotemporal
position-aware representations.

Self-attention and Correspondence Matching — End-
to-end attention networks known as Transformers [44] are a
dominant current approach to a multitude of text-based nat-
ural language processing (NLP) tasks [7, 8], vision and lan-
guage [40] as well as speech recognition tasks [24, 30]. Re-
cent work has explored ties between attention heads and dif-
ferent reasoning functions [22, 49]. More recently, Trans-
formers have also been applied in computer vision with suc-
cess [1, 13, 50, 55]. In the context of VOS, we argue that
self-attention also has the potential to overcome the short-
comings of the traditionally used recurrent methods [45].
RNNs and variants are based on a Markovian assumption,
where a flat vectorial hidden state is propagated over time
through the sequence. Our Transformer based model takes
a history of several frames and reference or predicted masks
as input and allows each output region to attend to any re-
gion in the input history. This makes the propagated repre-
sentation inherently structured.

3. Method
Our proposed method for VOS consists of propagating a
history of τ frames over the video sequence, and allowing
the model to perform spatio-temporal attention inside this
history. We argue that the proposed high-level SST archi-
tecture provides inductive bias well suited for the reasoning
skills required for VOS, namely computing optical flow (at-
tending to past similar frames) and propagating reference
masks over time (attending to given frames with similar ap-
pearance). We solve the challenge of computational com-
plexity with two variants of sparse spatiotemporal attention,
the “grid” and “strided” modules.

SST Architecture — The canonical text-based Trans-
former architecture [44] from which we drew motivation
bears both similarities and differences with our VOS archi-
tecture. Like NLP Transformers, SST consists of a hierar-
chy of self-attention layers that form an encoder. In contrast
to the encoder of an NLP Transformer, which takes as input
embeddings extracted from a text sequence, SST’s encoder
input consists of embeddings extracted from the frames of
the video to segment. As in NLP Transformers, the SST
encoder’s output feeds into a decoder. However, SST’s de-
coder is unlike NLP Transformer decoders, which consist of
cross-attention layers that take the output sequence embed-
dings as input. Instead, SST’s decoder is a generic convo-
lutional segmentation network that takes as input a concate-
nated set of features: current frame embeddings, attention
values produced from SST’s encoder’s hierarchy of atten-

tion maps, and embedding output by SST’s encoder. For
the purpose of fair comparison with state-of-the-art work,
in §4 we use CFBI’s decoder module [54].

The SST architecture (Fig. 2) takes a length T sequence
of H ×W RGB video frames S ∈ R3×T×H×W as input.
From S a CNN feature extractor f extracts

T = f(S), (1)

a per-frame embedding T ∈ RC×T×H′×W ′
at reduced spa-

tial resolutionH ′×W ′ and with embedding channels C. In
our experiments we used a ResNet-101 as f .

In order to meet hardware resource constraints, and sup-
posing that a given frame’s relation to past frames decreases
with time, any given frame embedding attends to a tempo-
ral buffer of its τ preceding frame embeddings. Denote the
truncated frame embedding buffer by Tτ . We optionally
add information about the spatiotemporal position of cells
in a video tensor by the positional encoding sum

T̃ = Tτ +P (2)

where P ∈ RC×T×H′×W ′
encodes absolute position. We

can encode absolute position P using various priors, such
as sinusoids or learned embeddings [44], or as a zero tensor
in the case of no positional encoding.

The SST encoder processes positionally encoded per-
frame embeddings T̃ with L self-attention layers, adding
temporal context to the video representation. The SST en-
coder passes two outputs to the SST decoder, the first of
which is spatiotemporal features T̃L ∈ RC×τ×H′×W ′

. A
composition of L layers gl computes features T̃L as

T̃L = gL ◦ gL−1 ◦ · · · ◦ g1(T̃). (3)

Each encoder layer gl consists of a sequence of multi-
head attention and spatiotemporal position-wise feedfor-
ward components combined with skip connections and nor-
malization (Fig. 2). The output T̃L of the SST encoder
feeds directly into the decoder as the representation con-
taining spatiotemporal context.

The SST decoder’s other input arises as an intermediate
tensor computed by the multi-head attention component of
each encoder layer. Each sparse multi-head attention opera-
tion computes an attention map, which we refer to as an ob-
ject affinity tensor. The role of the object affinity tensor is to
propagate segmentation information from past frames (ei-
ther reference or predicted) to the future using the attention
distributions of the Transformer heads. This can be seen as
inductive bias for the model allowing it to more easily tie
attention to semantically relevant motion. Key to the pro-
cedure are tensors Iop, which correspond to the pixels in the
sparse connectivity pattern of feature cell p, and which be-
long to object o. Connectivity pattern Ip determines which
other feature cells are “connected to” and thus interact with



Figure 2: We propagate a history of τ frames over a video sequence and perform spatio-temporal self attention as a suitable
bias for video object segmentation, allowing the model to attend to previous video frames for optical-flow like calculation,
and to attend to reference frames. Computational complexity is addressed through two different sparse variants.

feature cell p (Fig. 1). The SST encoder uses connectiv-
ity patterns to compute the decoder’s second input: object
affinity values.

Object affinity values Av ∈ RL×O×τ×H′×W ′
repre-

sent the affinity of each of the τ × H ′ × W ′ cells in the
spatiotemporal feature tensor with each of the O general-
ized objects — all reference objects plus the background.
Each object affinity value Al,o

v (p) is calculated as the max-
imum attention score in the object affinity tensor Al,o ∈
R|Ip|×τ×H′×W ′

, i.e., the score of the pixel belonging to ob-
ject o and most attended to by the attention head. Each
of the L attention layers in the SST encoder computes its
own object affinity value using a reduction operation over
its object affinity tensor (Fig. 2). To enforce causality, fea-
ture cell p’s object affinity is computed only over previous
timesteps. Furthermore, each feature cell p attends only to
feature cells in its connectivity pattern Ip. We define object
affinity values as

Al,o
v (p) = max

Iop∪{0}
Al (4)

where Iop denotes the (possibly empty) set of feature cells
belonging to object o, in connectivity pattern Ip, and de-
faulting to zero. By taking the T th temporal slice of object
affinity values Av we obtain object-discriminative features
used to infer the current frame object segmentation.

Due to the form of the multi-head attention computation
described next, attention maps Al contain pairwise dot
products between feature cells and other feature cells
within their respective connectivity patterns. From these
dot products we can compute Euclidean distance or normal-
ized cross correlation. Intuitively, by doing so we use the
attention map features to compare the distances or angles
between per-frame embeddings in the affine subspaces pro-
jected to by each attention head. Taking all attention heads
in the encoder together forms a hierarchy of such distance

(or angle) features. This improves the expressiveness of the
model compared with straightforward Euclidean distance
between the per-frame embeddings T from Equation 1.

The SST decoder (Fig. 2) is a convolutional decoder
module that takes the spatiotemporal context features T̃L

and object affinity features A1..L
v of all encoder layers as in-

put. The final layer of the SST decoder produces the video
object segmentation probability or masks Y ∈ RH×W from
the final object-discriminative representation for a given
frame. It applies a scoring convolution followed by sigmoid
at training time or argmax at test time. In the case of multi-
ple objects we have probability scoremaps in RO×τ×H×W ,
i.e., probabilities for each generalized object (including
background) for each pixel in the video. An inference pro-
tocol reduces these scoremaps to a tensor in Rτ×H×W of
object integer labels. We use the “naı̈ve” inference proto-
col [33] and take, for each pixel, the argmax over all object
probabilities including the background probability.

Sparse Attention — In this section we use T to denote
a generic temporal dimension, but as described previously,
we actually operate on a reduced sized buffer of length τ .

Attention is a dense operator that allows each element of
a tensor to interact with all other elements at each attention
layer. In VOS, attention can capture long-range dependen-
cies without recurrence, and can be viewed intuitively as a
cross-correlation operator that uses CNN features for cor-
respondence [27], similar to prior work that used matching
layers for optical flow [9].

Formally, we follow [44] in defining attention as

Attention
(
Q,K,V

)
= softmax

(
QK

ᵀ)
V, (5)

where query Q, key K, and value V are all matrices
in RS×C for flattened spatiotemporal dimensions S =
THW . As we alluded to previously, we use spatiotem-
poral features T as query, key, and value, i.e., we do self-
attention. Intuitively we increase the spatiotemporal context



of each feature cell p by doing a lookup in the spatiotempo-
ral features connected to p.

We adapted for VOS characteristic components of
the Transformer architecture as described by Vaswani et
al. [44], including multi-head attention and positional en-
codings. We compare the effectiveness of positional encod-
ing schemes applied to VOS in §4. We did not normalize the
softmax argument in Equation 5 by the inverse square root
of channels, as we found this scaling factor reduced model
effectiveness. The difference in impact of scaling factor be-
tween our VOS attention and Vaswani et al.’s NLP attention
could be due to our attention operator having a compara-
tively low number of channels.

A computational barrier prevents naı̈vely using Equa-
tion 5 to perform our desired self-attention operation on
spatiotemporal features T. The attention operation given
in Equation 5 isO((THW )

2
C), which poses a problem for

video object segmentation since for dense prediction tasks
such as segmentation, model performance tends to improve
with greater input resolution [56]. As an illustration of the
infeasibility of using naı̈ve attention for VOS, consider that
a single layer of attention on a 16 frame video with a 64×64
feature map with 32 channels would cost more than 137 bil-
lion FLOPs, far more than the most computationally expen-
sive CNNs in the literature at the time of writing [41].

We propose to use sparse spatiotemporal attention op-
erators to overcome this computational barrier to applying
attention for VOS. We define sparse attention operators us-
ing a connectivity pattern set I = {Ip0

, . . . , IpS
} where Ip

is a set of coordinates (i, j, k) that index a 3D tensor. Here
again, connectivity pattern Ip determines which other fea-
ture cells interact with feature cell p.

For query Q, key K, and value V tensors all
in RC×T×H×W , a sparse attention operator is defined as

SparseAttn
(
Q,K,V)

p
= softmax

(
QpK

ᵀ
Ip

)
VIp . (6)

We adapt two different sparse attention methods from 1D
or 2D to 3D to make our attention operator computation-
ally tractable at our desired framerate and resolution. We
achieve computational tractability by careful selection of
the connectivity patterns of our sparse attention operators.

Grid Attention — We adapted our first sparse attention
operator from Huang et al., who also noted the computa-
tional complexity issue when applying attention for seman-
tic segmentation [18]. In VOS, however, the computational
complexity issue is exacerbated by the addition of the time
dimension. We refer to the generalized operator described
below as “grid attention” since the moniker “criss-cross at-
tention” is no longer fitting in more than two dimensions.

At each layer of grid attention, each feature cell of the
spatiotemporal feature tensor aggregates information from
other feature cells along its X , Y , and T axes indepen-
dently. Each feature cell interacts once with every other

feature cell in the spatiotemporal feature tensor that shares
at least two of its X , Y , and T coordinates.

Grid attention implements Equation 6 with a connectiv-
ity pattern Ip consisting of (T +H +W − 2) feature cell
indices. Ip contains all feature cells along the horizontal,
vertical, or temporal axes incident to location p ≡ (x, y, t).
The grid attention weights softmax

(
QpK

ᵀ
Ip

)
are then a

matrix in RS×(T+H+W−2), each row of which contains
weights of a convex combination. For a feature cell p in the
spatiotemporal feature tensor, the grid attention weights are
over all feature cells along p’s temporal, vertical, and hor-
izontal axes. By multiplying by the grid attention weights
we attend over p’s grid connectivity pattern. Note that we
implemented our grid attention operator in place, so we in-
cur no overhead from indexing tensors by p.

In Figure 1 (top) we illustrate how grid attention propa-
gates interactions from a single attended feature cell to all
other feature cells in three sequential layers. The first grid
attention layer propagates information to other feature cells
in the same frame vertically and horizontally, and to fea-
ture cells at the same spatial location in all other frames.
The second layer propagates interactions to the entire cur-
rent frame, and vertical and horizontal axes in other frames.
Finally, the third layer propagates information to all feature
cells in the video feature tensor.

We can show that composing three applications of grid
self-attention on spatiotemporal feature tensor T produces
an output tensor where each spatiotemporal feature cell with
coordinates (x, y, t) is composed of a weighted sum

W∑
i=1

H∑
j=1

T∑
k=1

(
T

ᵀ
xytTiyt

)(
T

ᵀ
iytTijt

)(
T

ᵀ
ijtTijk

)
Tijk (7)

over other feature cells in T with coordinates (i, j, k).
Equation 7 shows that grid attention propagates informa-
tion along “routes” through the spatiotemporal feature ten-
sor. For a feature cell at position (x, y, t) to interact with
another feature cell at an arbitrary position (i, j, k), inter-
actions must propagate along a “route” composed of pairs
of similar feature cells. Just as we might give travel di-
rections through a city grid such as “first walk ten blocks
North, then walk three blocks East”, grid attention inter-
actions must propagate a fixed number of feature cells in
the X , Y , and T directions, in some order, before connect-
ing the source feature cell with its target feature cell.

By replacing dense attention with grid attention we
reduced the computational complexity of video attention
fromO(C(THW )

2
) toO(C(T +H+W )THW ), achiev-

ing our goal of making attention tractable for video.
Strided Attention — We investigated strided attention

as an alternative sparse attention method in addition to grid
attention. Drawing inspiration from sparse Transformers for
sequences [6], information propagates by following paths



Model
MACs

(GFLOPs)
Slowdown

(%)
Params

(M)

DeepLab-v3 255.4 - 66.5
Matching (CFBI) 99.6 39.0 0

SST (Local) 5.34 2.1 0.3
SST (Strided) 1.89 0.7 0.3
SST (Grid) 1.45 0.6 0.3
Naı̈ve Attention 170.1 66.6 0.3

Table 1: Runtime and parameter analysis.

of locations through sparse connectivity patterns in the spa-
tiotemporal feature tensor.

We define strided attention’s connectivity pattern Ip as
a generalization of strided 1D attention [6] to 3D. Our
strided attention uses two different connectivity patterns I1p
and I2p corresponding to separate, sequential heads of mul-
tihead attention. The first “local” connectivity pattern I1p
routes to all feature cells in a cube of side-length h from p,
i.e., I1p = (p + (lx, ly, lz) : lx, ly, lz < h). The subse-
quent “strided” connectivity pattern I2p routes to all feature
cells in the video tensor that can reach p by taking steps of
size h along each axis, i.e., I2p = (p+(lx, ly, lz) : lx, ly, lz

mod h = 0). We choose h ≈
√
H to reduce the compu-

tational complexity by a square root from O(C(THW )
2
)

to O(C(THW )
3/2

). We visualize strided attention’s con-
nectivity pattern in Figure 1 (bottom).

The relative efficiency of grid and strided attention de-
pends on the size of T , since we assume that H and W
are both large relative to T . In a setup where H,W ∈
{64, 128}, and T ≈ 8, strided attention costs about 1.3
to 1.4 times as many operations as grid attention.

Runtime — Table 1 provides a runtime and parameter
analysis. We computed the multiply-accumulates (MACs)
of SST for a 3-frame temporal buffer, input resolution
of 465 × 465, 128 channels, and 3 Transformer layers. We
show MACs in both absolute GFLOPs and as slowdown rel-
ative to DeepLab-v3 backbone MACs. We also compare to
CFBI’s local/global matching. Note that SST’s local tem-
poral window (τ = 3) is larger than CFBI’s (τ = 1). Fi-
nally, we compare to naı̈ve attention. Both naı̈ve attention
and CFBI’s global matching attend pairwise to an entire
feature map, costing 39.0% and 66.6% slowdown relative
to DeepLab-v3’s runtime. In contrast, SST factorizes the
computation by attending to all other spatiotemporal feature
cells over sequential layers (Fig. 1). SST reduces slowdown
by more than an order of magnitude to ≈ 2%.

4. Experiments and Results
We present benchmark experiment results against state-
of-the-art (SOTA) methods on the DAVIS 2017 [35] and
YouTube-VOS [52] datasets. We further analyze the effect

Method O-Ft S
G

(%)
Jseen

(%)
Junseen

(%)

YouTube-VOS 2018 Validation Split

MSK [23] 3 7 53.1 59.9 45.0
OnAVOS [47] 3 7 55.2 60.1 46.6
OSVOS [3] 3 7 58.8 59.8 54.2
S2S [51] 3 7 64.4 71.0 55.5
PReMVOS [29] 3 7 66.9 71.4 56.5
BoLTVOS [48] 3 7 71.1 71.6 64.3

RGMP [33] 7 3 53.8 59.5 45.2
STM [32] 7 3 79.4 79.7 72.8
KMN [37] 7 3 81.4 81.4 75.3

STM− [32] 7 7 68.2 - -
OSMN [53] 7 7 51.2 60.0 40.6
S2S [51] 7 7 57.6 66.7 48.2
A-GAME [21] 7 7 66.0 66.9 61.2
CFBI [54] 7 7 81.4 81.1 75.3
SST (Local) 7 7 81.7 81.2 76.0

YouTube-VOS 2019 Validation Split

CFBI [54] 7 7 81.0 80.0 77.9
SST (Local) 7 7 81.8 80.9 76.6

Table 2: Comparison with SOTA methods on YouTube-
VOS [52] 2018 and 2019. Region similarity over seen
(Jseen) and unseen (Junseen) categories, and overall score G
are computed as in standard benchmarks [34]. We distin-
guish methods by those that use online finetuning (O-Ft)
and/or synthetic data (S), and those that do not.

of different sparse attention operators, history sizes and po-
sitional encodings through ablation studies on DAVIS 2017.

YouTube-VOS — is a large scale VOS dataset com-
prised of 4453 YouTube video clips spanning 94 object cat-
egories [52]. YouTube-VOS includes an official validation
set of 507 videos with held out labels, which can be evalu-
ated only through an evaluation server. YouTube-VOS has
been the basis of challenges in 2018 and 2019, yielding two
versions of the validation set and evaluation server. The
2019 version contains new and corrected annotations. The
YouTube-VOS validation set contains 26 object categories
that are unique to the validation set, used to test the gener-
alization capability of VOS models to object classes unseen
in the training set. The convention is to compute region
similarity J and contour accuracy F as defined by Perazzi
et al. [34]. As a single metric for comparing results, it is
also customary to compute overall score G as the average of
four values comprising region similarity and contour accu-
racy scores for seen and unseen classes.

In Table 2 we present our model’s results on YouTube-
VOS 2018 and 2019 alongside previous SOTA results. Our
model (SST) performs favourably against all previous meth-
ods in overall score G, even methods that use online fine-
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Figure 3: A qualitative example from YouTube-VOS validation showing SST handling occlusion. In this challenging exam-
ple, SST’s temporal history enables robust tracking of all three fish, while CFBI confuses two fish once they overlap.

Method O-Ft S
J&F

(%)
J

(%)
F

(%)

DAVIS 2017 Validation Split

OSVOS-S [31] 3 3 68.0 64.7 71.3

OSVOS [3] 3 7 60.3 56.6 63.9
OnAVOS [47] 3 7 65.4 61.6 69.1
CINM [2] 3 7 70.6 67.2 74.0
PReMVOS [29] 3 7 77.7 73.9 81.7

RGMP [33] 7 3 66.7 64.8 68.6
STM− [32] 7 3 71.6 69.2 74.0
STM† [32] 7 3 81.8 79.2 84.3
KMN [37] 7 3 76.0 74.2 77.8

OSMN [53] 7 7 54.8 52.5 57.1
FAVOS [4] 7 7 58.2 54.6 61.8
VM [17] 7 7 - 56.5 -
DyeNet [26] 7 7 69.1 67.3 71.0
A-GAME† [21] 7 7 70.0 67.2 72.7
FEELVOS† [46] 7 7 71.5 69.1 74.0
CFBI [54] 7 7 74.9 72.1 77.7
CFBI† [54] 7 7 81.9 79.3 84.5
SST (Local) 7 7 78.4 75.4 81.4
SST (Local)† 7 7 82.5 79.9 85.1

Table 3: Comparison with SOTA methods on DAVIS
2017 [35]. We denote online finetuning methods by O-Ft,
and synthetic data methods by S. We report results trained
only on the DAVIS 2017 training set, and pre-trained on
YouTube-VOS. YouTube-VOS pre-training is denoted by †.

tuning (denoted by O-Ft) and pre-training on synthetic data
(denoted by S). Note that our unique method performs
competitively against recurrent methods that have under-
gone multiple research and development cycles where one
method builds on the foundation of another, for exam-
ple [21] extends [33], which in turn extends [23].

DAVIS 2017 — is the latest dataset in the DAVIS ini-
tiative to promote VOS research. DAVIS 2017 comprises

150 sequences, which include 376 separately annotated ob-
jects [35]. We additionally evaluate our method on DAVIS
2017 [35], and compare our results with SOTA in Table 3.
We report our DAVIS results following the traditionally
used region similarity J and contour accuracy F metrics as
well as their mean J&F . Our DAVIS 2017 evaluation pro-
vides additional experimental evidence that SST performs
favourably compared with existing SOTA methods, since
SST achieves a mean J&F score of 78.4, whereas previous
SOTA scored a J&F of 74.9 under a comparable experi-
mental setup (without online finetuning or synthetic data).

We evaluate only on DAVIS 2017 and not DAVIS
2016 [34] because DAVIS 2017 is strictly a more challeng-
ing superset of DAVIS 2016. Furthermore DAVIS 2016
contains only single object annotations and therefore we
could make only limited evaluation of SST’s ability to han-
dle multi-object context using DAVIS 2016.

Ablation Studies — Figure 3 shows a qualitative ex-
ample on the YouTube-VOS validation set of SST handling
foreground occlusion, where one fish entirely occludes an-
other before the second fish becomes disoccluded again.

We used DAVIS 2017 to perform ablation studies on in-
teresting components of our method, including sparse at-
tention operators, positional encodings, and temporal his-
tory size. We first describe and compare different design
choices for our positional encodings.

We investigated sinusoidal positional encodings for the
temporal dimension, as used in Transformers for language
translation [44]. We hypothesized that sinusoidal positional
encodings would be superior to learned positional embed-
dings because of the data imbalance of temporal positions
in VOS datasets, which are skewed towards lower frame
numbers. Sinusoidal positional encodings can be interpo-
lated or extrapolated to generalize to underrepresented ab-
solute frame numbers, whereas positional embeddings have
no such generalization mechanism.

We present our positional encoding results in Table 4 us-



Positional
Encoding

J&F
(%)

None 73± 2
Sinusoidal 75.6± 0.6

Table 4: Positional encod-
ings on DAVIS 2017 val.

τ J&F (%)

1 75.8± 0.3
2 76.2± 0.3
3 76.5± 0.3

Table 5: Temporal histo-
ries τ on DAVIS 2017 val.

Sparse Attention Layers J&F J F

Grid 1 65.3 62.3 68.4
Grid 2 66.1 62.6 69.5
Grid 3 64.2 61.0 67.4
Local 2 76.2 72.8 79.5
Strided 2 69.5 65.7 73.3
LocalStrided 2 72.3 69.1 75.6

Table 6: SST sparse attention variants on DAVIS 2017 val.

ing the J&F score on the DAVIS 2017 validation set. The
positional encoding labeled “None” is our baseline attention
with no positional information, while “Sinusoidal” uses si-
nusoidal positional encodings for all spatiotemporal dimen-
sions X , Y , and T . To evaluate robustness to hyperparam-
eters, we computed the mean and variance of J&F over
multiple runs for each positional encoding scheme, varying
the number of Transformer layers and the temporal history.
Sinusoidal temporal positional encodings performed best,
achieving both a higher mean score and lower variance. The
superiority of positional encodings supports our hypothesis
that information about distance-from-reference is important
in positional encodings for VOS. The lower variance in-
dicates that sinusoidal positional encodings form a robust
prior for finding correspondences in VOS.

In Table 5 we evaluate the effect of increasing SST’s
temporal history τ . We varied the temporal history while
keeping other hyperparameters fixed, and computed the
variance over multiple runs. We observed that even a mod-
est increase in temporal history improves the J&F score.
We expect that efficiency improvements further increasing
the temporal history size will improve the effectiveness of
SST’s temporal history mechanism even further.

In Table 6 we compare the performance of SST using dif-
ferent sparse attention variants. We expected that increasing
the number of layers would improve grid attention’s perfor-
mance due to the increasing receptive field of each feature
cell. A larger receptive field should improve the effective-
ness of the object affinity value from multi-head attention.
Grid attention’sJ&F score increased as expected from one
to two layers, but dropped off for three layers possibly due
to overfitting. We also expected that local attention should
be effective for DAVIS 2017’s fast framerate compared to
strided attention, both of which we describe in §3. Local-
Strided attention provides a tradeoff between the local and

global context windows of local and strided attention, re-
spectively. So that LocalStrided attention can attend tran-
sitively to all feature cells in just two consecutive sparse
attention layers, we set the kernel size equal to the square
root of the feature tensor width. For fair comparison, we
kept the same kernel size for all strided attention variants.
In general, local and strided attention outperformed grid at-
tention, showing that local and strided connectivity patterns
form superior priors for VOS compared with grid attention.

Discussion — We present a method for VOS purely
based on end-to-end attention. Future work could be
analogous to Transformer models’ progression on lan-
guage translation tasks, where researchers successfully ap-
plied Transformers to increasingly long sequences. For
example, Dai et al. combined recurrence with attention
to translate arbitrary-length sequences [7], and Kitaev et
al. introduced locality-sensitive hashing instead of dot-
product attention, to reduce computational complexity from
squared to O(N logN) while using reversible networks to
model arbitrary-length sequences with constant memory us-
age [25]. In order to evaluate VOS on long sequences the
VOS community would have to overcome a dataset creation
challenge, since the current benchmark dataset YouTube-
VOS contains sequences with at most 36 labeled frames,
sampled at 6 fps. We propose that future work could use
interactive and semi-automatic annotation methods, based
on the existing high-quality VOS models, to create datasets
with longer and therefore more challenging sequences.

5. Conclusions
We presented Sparse Spatiotemporal Transformers (SST),
which, up to our knowledge, constitutes the first application
of an entirely attention-based model for video object seg-
mentation (VOS). We evaluated the positive effect of posi-
tional encodings and the advantage of attending over a his-
tory of multiple frames, suggesting a superiority of a spa-
tiotemporally structured representation over the flat hidden
representation of recurrent models. We showed that SST
is capable of state-of-the-art results on the benchmark VOS
dataset YouTube-VOS, attaining an overall score of G =
81.8, while having superior runtime scalability compared
with previous state of the art, including methods based on
recurrence. We provide code [11] to reproduce all experi-
ments in our work, including sparse video-attention opera-
tor implementations [10], so that the community can build
on the promising idea of using attention-based models for
video. Open challenges are the memory requirements in-
herent in a model with only weak Markovian assumptions,
which for the moment prevents the increase of history size
to a desirable longer extent.
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